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THE ULTIMATE TOOL DESIGNED FOR THE KNEELING TRADES
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The diffcreDce between the two models

MODEL #01RACCS

is the height of the kneepads off the floor.

MODEL #01RAC3CS

The 2" model would be your choice if you
prefer to be closer to the floor and or if

you be will be using it also without the

chest support in flatwork applications.
The 3" model is I" higher up off of the
floor and will allow your feet easier and
quicker movement if you are in the
sitting/kneeling position. The 3" model
would be your choice if you need to move
rather quickly in a lateral position or if
you have long legs or large feet.

RACATAC WITH 2" CASTERS
INCLUDES CHEST SUPPORT

The chest support is fully adjustable,
supports the upper body in various
positions, frees up both hands and
allows you easy control and movement.

RACATAC WITH 3" CASTERS
INCLUDES CHEST SUPPORT
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Item# 05RCS

Chest Support
Attachment
Can be purchased
separately and attached

'I to the RACATAC frame

'

The chest support can
be used lengthways
as the top left photo
or used sideways as
the top right photo.
Try it both ways and
find the best position

! and will allow you to work

that works best for the

} in a supported leaning over

job that you are doing.

! position while sitting and
kneeling on the RACATAC.

Enables you to set large and small Ceramic. VC'I

and Stone tiles with easeand with no back pressui

Attaches Quickly to any RACATAC®
• Fully Adjustable
Comfortable Webspring Cushion
Disconnects in Seconds

'•* Standard 12" Steel Post
"* Aluminum Frame - Post Connector

Anti Flip Clip

16" Post Available Upon Request
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Enables you lo control your tool with both hanils

anti arms while yourfeet control yourmovement.

